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In game based learning, motivating the players to learn by providing them a 

desirable gameplay experience is extremely important. However, it’s not an easy task 

considering the quality of today's commercial non-educational games. Throughout the 

gameplay, the player should neither get overwhelmed nor under-challenged. The best 

way to do so is to monitor the player's actions in the game because these actions can 

tell the reason behind the player's performance. They can also tell about the player's 

lacking competencies or knowledge. Based on this information, in-game educational 

interventions in the form of hints can be provided to the player. The success of such 

games depends on their interactivity, motivational outlook and thus player retention. 

UNTANGLED is an online mapping game based on crowd-sourcing, developed by 

Reconfigurable Computing Lab, UNT for the mapping problem of CGRAs. It is also an 

educational game for teaching the concepts of reconfigurable computing. This thesis 

performs qualitative comparative analysis on gameplays of low performing players of 

UNTANGLED. And the implications of this analysis are used to provide 

recommendations for improving the gameplay experience for these players by guiding 

them. The recommendations include strategies to reach a high score and a compact 

solution, hints in the form of preset patterns and a clustering based approach. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) field has led to the develop-

ment of high performance and cost-efficient computing devices that transformed our lives

and made day to day tasks easier. Modern day EDA tools are very complex to build due

to their scalability as complexity increases and a high non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost

associated with VLSI circuit design. The exponential increase in the number of transistors

available on a single chip has led to the development of SoC (System on a chip) with the

complex interaction between software and hardware, digital and analog, etc. taking place

within the chip. Hence, the domains of applications enabled by semiconductor technology

are growing at a rapid rate which include very high-performance microprocessors and signal

processors, a broad array of low-power portable devices driven by very low per-unit cost and

extremely low operating power.

With the growing demand for high-definition multimedia, DSP (Digital Signal Pro-

cessing) and IP (image processing) applications and security in form of encryption, mostly

over portable devices, research is continuously done to discover more sophisticated algo-

rithms for audio, video and graphics processing. These algorithms can do data-intensive

computations of high complexity or repetitive kernel computations [12, 17]. Many other

application domains have similar needs and constraints. So, there can be two approaches

for their implementation: (i) Software running on General Purpose Processor (GPP) or (ii)

Hardware in the form of ASIC. While GPP provides more flexibility in terms of application

domains, it may lack in performance due to the complexity of the application. Whereas

ASIC can be optimized for power and performance, it is less flexible towards application

domain. The high non-recurring engineering costs for ASICs, as discussed previously, can

be an obstacle in maintaining low costs. Reconfigurable Architectures(RAs) take advantage

of both of the approaches mentioned above. RAs have higher performance level than GPP

and wider applicability than ASIC. Figure 1.1 shows a comparison of GPP, ASICs, FPGAs
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and CGRAs with respect to performance and flexibility.

Figure 1.1. Flexibility vs Performance(speed) vs Power Efficiency trend

1.1. Reconfigurable Architectures

Reconfigurable Architecture(RA) is the one which combines the flexibility of software

with the high performance of hardware by utilizing high-speed computing fabrics. A re-

configurable fabric is an array of configurable functional units connected by a configurable

interconnect. The main difference between using a GPP to using RAs is the ability to make

substantial changes to the data path in addition to the control flow. Whereas, the main

difference to when using custom hardware, i.e. ASICs, is the possibility to reconfigure the

hardware during run-time by configuring a new circuit on the reconfigurable fabric. Thus the

nonrecurring engineering costs (NRE) of designing the device can be reduced as it is shared

across a large set of users [3]. RAs are mostly used as processor accelerators. Basically, they

are co-processors used to accelerate some specific portion of the code being executed so as

to increase efficiency in terms of power and performance. For example, Graphics processing

units (GPUs) are used in applications involving image processing, while FPGAs are general

purpose accelerators. FPGAs are a 2-D array of Configuration Logic Blocks(CLBs) and
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configurable interconnects as shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2. Block diagram of a Typical FPGA

FPGAs are fine-grain architectures with wider routing capabilities. In reconfigurable

computing, granularity refers to the data path width. An FPGA with, for example, 1-bit

wide CLBs is considered as fine-grained reconfigurability. FPGAs provide high flexibility

but lack in performance and efficiency in terms of speed and power as compared to ASICs.

There is a high demand for power efficient accelerators with high scalability in the market.

Hence, chip designers increased the granularity of the logic blocks, thereby decreasing the

need for large interconnect network. This led to development of coarse grain reconfigurable

architecture (CGRA) which is a type of accelerator having better power efficiency and scal-

ability compared to its peers [17]. Moreover, it can be programmed even in run-time, which

FPGAs can’t be. CGRAs are coarse-grained architectures having wider data paths. For

instance, 32-bit wide reconfigurable Datapath Array(rDPA) is considered as coarse-grained

reconfigurability. CGRAs use high-level programming language to map applications with
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a coarse description. Whereas FPGAs use gate level mapping. Hence, FPGAs require a

large configuration data because of its fine granularity, large configuration memory, with

high power requirements and a longer configuration time. CGRAs have wider interconnects

and a large single routing line. CGRAs have less Processing Elements(PEs) than FPGA,

enabling a less routing overhead.

1.1.1. Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Arrays

Over last 2 decades, many CGRA architectures have been proposed [5]. They can

mostly be classified into 1-D or 2-D array, 2-D Mesh and crossbars with varying granularity.

CGRAs provide operation level configurable functional units(FUs), word level datapaths,

powerful and very area-efficient data path routing switches [5]. Usually, a CGRA consists of

a reconfigurable array fabric and their interconnects as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3. Block diagram of a Typical CGRA

The reconfigurable array fabric consists of identical PE blocks, ALU-like functional

units (FUs), shift registers, multipliers and register files. The PE blocks are generally con-
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nected in mesh style network with vertical and horizontal connections. Thus a PE can

communicate with and use data from its neighbors. Typically, a PE is connected to its

nearest neighbors in 4-NN (Top, Bottom, Left and Right) topology or 8-NN (Top, Bottom,

Left, Right and Four diagonals) topology. But generally, the length of connection in either

of these topologies can be more than one PE [5]. For example, 4-NN 1-Hop or 4-NN 2-hop in

case of 4-NN topology. For context in this thesis, these topologies will be referred as 8-Way,

4-Way, 4-Way 1-hop and 4-Way 2-hop in further chapters. The FUs can perform arithmetic,

logical or compare operations. The data memory or buffer provides the data to be operated

to the PE array through a high bandwidth data bus. The configuration cache or context

memory holds the context words used for configuring PE blocks and specifying the operation

for each cycle. CGRAs can fully exploit the parallelism in an application, and therefore they

are extremely well suited for the applications that require very high throughput for repetitive

kernel computations. Thus CGRAs can be more power efficient than its peers due to their

simple hardware and intelligent software techniques for mapping a particular application

onto them.

1.1.2. The Mapping Problem

Despite their hardware simplicity and software intelligence, their commercial market

share is relatively low and are still in R&D phase due to the complexity involved in mapping

the applications onto them. First, the architecture has to be domain-specific reconfigurable

so that it can accommodate a variety of applications from the domain. Second, the compiler

which maps the applications should be smart enough to effectively utilize all the available

resources in CGRAs [4, 15]. The mapping problem is one of the widely researched topics in

CGRAs. In order to meet the requirements of an application engineer be it fast performance

or low power consumption or small size or a combination of all, there must be a mapping

technique which can map the applications onto CGRAs accommodating these requirements.

While mapping an application the loop to be accelerated is first extracted from the

application and then converted into a Data Flow Graph(DFG). A DFG is a graph which

represents data dependencies between a number of operations. Figure 1.4 shows a sample
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data flow graph for ADPCM Decoder(M1 Benchmark [8]).

Figure 1.4. A Data-flow graph for ADPCM Decoder [8]

The compiler then maps this DFG on the PEs (Processing Elements) in CGRA. A

variety of compilers have been developed till now that are able to map applications onto

a CGRA, but many of them are inefficient to map optimally. In some cases, mapping

is inaccurate, even though a valid mapping exists. An ideal compiler should be able to

generate the mapping using optimal resources of CGRA and in lower compilation time.

Mapping (routing and placement) an application onto a CGRA to optimize the number of

resources is a complex problem.[15, 10, 8, 14].

1.2. Games With a Purpose

Games and simulations are being used in science education since at least 1970s [7].

They are a fun and interactive way to teach difficult concepts to students. Similarly, they can

be a self-exploratory platform for learning by students. These games can play an important

role in overall development of a student by impacting their learning process. They can

be helpful for developing self-regulated learning behavior in students especially the weaker
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ones. The relevance of self-regulated learning behavior to this thesis is discussed in the

next chapter. Recently puzzle games for education have gained popularity. Use of games

as an interface between real-life computational research problems and human players is an

interesting and emerging field of research. Research problems from various domains are being

transformed into interactive games format for exploring their solutions.

1.2.1. Scientific Discovery Games

Scientific discovery games are a type of Games With A Purpose (GWAP) which

harness time and intelligence of human players to get insights on the solution of the real-

life research challenges. Player’s contribution to real-life research challenges is an integral

part of the game. In these types of games, complex scientific problems are transformed

into puzzles with game-like rules and are presented to non-expert (in domain of research

question being investigated) players to help solve the presented problems [18, 16]. This is

also known as crowd-sourcing the research problem. Figure 1.5 shows the flow in a typical

GWAP environment.

Figure 1.5. Scientific discovery game flow

This crowd-sourcing process can be correlated to distributed computing where hu-

man brains act as the processors, each performing a small task of a massive computation.

However, humans require an incentive and motivation to participate in this collective compu-

tation. Hence, online games and competitions are used as a means to encourage participation

in the process. And prize serves as an incentive.
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The tasks presented in these games which may be difficult for a computer, can be

trivial for humans. For example, in the interactive online game used for this thesis, the tasks

for players include arranging the blocks as per architectural topological constraints. A com-

puter may find it difficult to do this when their interconnection topology is complex. In this

case, humans may find it relatively easy to arrange these blocks due to their visual pattern

recognition ability [15, 14, 10, 9, 8]. Scientific discovery games become more appealing to

a large audience as they motivate them through entertainment rather than an interest in

solving computation problems thereby increasing the level of human participation. For the

work in this thesis, I have used an interactive game called UNTANGLED[1], which is based

on the mapping problem as discussed in previous section.

1.2.2. Game Design Challenges

Although the concept of crowdsourcing seems convincing, the design of such games is

challenging in every step. First challenge being the conception of the game interface design

i.e. visualizing and transforming the research question into interactive game format. In other

words, the main challenge is harnessing the collective problem-solving potential of the players

who are totally unaware of the research question or even entire scientific discipline. Other

challenge is the interactivity of the design. The design should be done in such a way that

the interaction between player and game should support natural human exploration process

while still abiding by the scientific constraints. The design should be interactive enough to

keep players engaged so that they are retained and increase the participation from others.

Because a large sample space of players is always beneficial for the research question being

examined in this thesis. Another challenge is the formulation of scoring mechanism. It needs

to be informative enough to help players devise multiple strategies, while remaining relevant

to the model of the scientific phenomenon. The design of these types of games becomes

more difficult due to the fact that final solution/outcome is unknown for scientific problem

and hence for the corresponding puzzle game. So the game, in various ways, must direct the

player towards this unknown solution.
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1.3. Problem Statement

For the compiler mapping problem of CGRAs described in section 1.1, Reconfigurable

computing lab, UNT has developed an interactive online mapping game called UNTANGLED[1].

Its primary aim was to use the players solutions to the puzzles in the game for devising ad-

vance mapping/placement algorithms. But as the game evolved, its primary purpose was

extended and it also became an educational game for teaching the concept of reconfigurable

computing. It was noticed that the percentage of low performers on its leader board was

considerable. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the following question: How can

the gameplay experience and performance of low performing players be improved?

1.4. Contribution of this Thesis

This thesis uses low performing players’ gameplay data from UNTANGLED to per-

form Qualitative Comparative Analysis of their moves and strategies. The results obtained

from the analysis are used to make recommendations for improving the gameplay experience

for these players and improving their performance by guiding them. This thesis also com-

ments on the self-regulated learning behaviour of these bottom players. The main focus of

this thesis are the case studies of low performing players’ gameplays for the analysis of their

moves and strategies for mesh architectures in UNTANGLED.

1.5. Organization of this Thesis

This thesis is organized into four chapters. First chapter has given the overview of

reconfigurable architectures and the DFG mapping problem. It also talked about Games

with a Purpose and challenges involved in their development. Second chapter introduces the

reader to UNTANGLED game environment and the benchmarks used in it. It also explains

the concept of self-regulated learning. The third chapter contains the case studies of the

low performers of UNTANGLED based on their strategies as extracted from their gameplay

data. It also has the highlights of these case studies and the recommendations for improving

the game experience based on them. Last chapter has the conclusion and future directions.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1. UNTANGLED

UNTANGLED (Figure 2.1) is a mapping/placement game which uses crowdsourcing

for finding the solution to the mapping problem. It uses the player’s intuition, pattern

recognition ability and the strategies they use in the gameplay, for discovering efficient

mapping algorithms on various topologies of custom Reconfigurable Architectures. Players

Figure 2.1. UNTANGLED homepage

are presented with a DFG in the form of fancy blocks put on a grid which corresponds to

a particular architecture. The goal of players is to find a legal mapping of the DFG onto a

specific architecture preserving the logical structure of DFG and following the architectural

constraints. While the players are arranging visually appealing graphs in the gameplay, in

the background, they are solving the mapping/placement problem of logic blocks. Figure

2.2 depicts the concept of the game.

The game’s database doesn’t store any information about the player e.g. Name,

10



Figure 2.2. Concept of UNTANGLED

Gender, Age, Professional background etc. But their moves are stored in the database

under discrete identity. Figure 2.3 shows the game type selection i.e. either single player or

multiplayer and Figure 2.4 shows the architecture selection page of the UNTANGLED.

Figure 2.3. Game type selection page

11



Figure 2.4. Architecture selection page

Each architecture in the game has different placement constraints. The architectures

in the game can be classified into two broad categories Mesh architectures and Stripe archi-

tectures. There are several topologies for these architectures in the game. When a player

chooses an architecture and topology from the list, he/she is then given options to choose

the difficulty level Easy (E), Medium (M) or Hard (H) for the gameplay. Various DFGs

extracted from different benchmarks are presented to players in the form of different levels

in these E, M and H categories. For the architecture types considered in this thesis, there

are 7 benchmarks in total that are put in these categories as E1, E2, E3, M1, M2, H1 and

H2. Details about these benchmarks are discussed in the further section. Figure 2.5 shows

the difficulty level selection for the gameplay.

Once the player selects a level, he/she is presented with the initial mapping. A new

game starts with zero score and multiple violations. Violations are the forbidden placements

for that architecture topology. The links between these violation blocks are colored red while

valid links are colored black. The goal of the player is to solve the violations and gain a

12



Figure 2.5. Level selection page

high score. Figure 2.6 shows a regular mesh topology graph with violations presented to

the player on starting a new game. While Figure 2.7 shows the complete graph without

violations mapped on 8-Way topology by the player.

Figure 2.6. Regular mesh topology graph with violations (E2 Benchmark)

Figure 2.8 shows a I/O mesh topology graph with violations presented to player on

starting a new game. While Figure 2.9 shows the complete graph without violations mapped

13



Figure 2.7. Final mapping on 8-way regular mesh topology (E2 Benchmark)

on 8-Way I/O mesh topology by the player.

Figure 2.8. I/O mesh topology graph with violations (H2 Benchmark)

The red blocks represent PEs, blue circles represent the I/O blocks and the pink blocks

represent the pass gates. There are 6 possible moves in any gameplay: 1) Single moves -

Moving single block at a time 2) Multi moves - Direct selecting and moving a player defined

cluster at a time 3) Add pass gate - Adds the pink colored blocks between two selected nodes.

Pass gates are required for routing the data between two nodes to maintain architectural

constraints. 4) Remove pass gates - Removes the pink blocks. 5) Swap - Interchange the
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Figure 2.9. Final mapping on 8-way I/O mesh topology (H2 Benchmark)

position of two blocks by dragging one block over the other 6) Rotate - Selecting multiple

blocks or a cluster and rotating left or right Or mirroring in horizontal or vertical direction.

Untangled is designed in a way that it is accessible to anyone and does not require any

electrical or computer engineering background to play. It has been designed to promote the

computational thinking in non-scientists and engineers.

2.1.1. Mesh Architectures

Mesh architectures are 2-D structures of processing elements with a reconfigurable

vertical and horizontal interconnects. The processing elements are referred as nodes in this

game. This thesis considers a) Regular Mesh b) I/O mesh architectures from the UNTAN-

GLED. Regular mesh and I/O mesh architectures further have four interconnection topolo-

gies namely 8-way, 4-way, 4-way 1-Hop and 4-way 2-Hops. Figure 2.10 shows the types of

mesh architectures used in UNTANGLED.

In 8-way topology, each node can communicate with its immediate neighbour nodes in

all eight directions. In 4-way topology, each node can only communicate with four immediate

neighbours in North, East, South and West direction. So communication with corner nodes

is not allowed. 4-Way 1-Hop topology is similar to 4-Way with length of connection for

a node being two blocks. Thus a node is connected to eight other nodes. 4-Way 2-Hops
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Figure 2.10. Types of Mesh architectures

topology is similar to 4-Way 1-Hop with length of connection being three blocks. Hence a

node is connected to twelve other nodes. In mesh architectures data can flow from any node

to its connections in any hierarchy. Hence they are not directional in nature as compared to

Stripe architectures, in which, the data has to flow in parent node to child node hierarchy.

The nodes in mesh architecture are connected with bi-directional interconnects.

Regular Mesh Architectures: These are the basic mesh architectures which do

not have any constraints in addition to the interconnection style as described above. Figures

2.6 and 2.7 on page number 14 and 15 respectively show an initial and final mapping of a

DFG (E2 benchmark) on 8-way regular mesh architecture. Violations are represented by red

connections in the initial graph and black connections represent valid placement.

I/O Mesh Architectures: These architectures have input/output constraints on

top of the interconnection constraints described above. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 on page number

15 and 16 respectively show an initial and final mapping of a DFG (H2 benchmark) on 8-way

I/O mesh architecture. Violations are represented by red connections in the initial graph

and black connections represent valid placement. The I/O nodes are represented as blue

color circles. These nodes take inputs from and pass output to global buses. Hence they
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must be placed on the edges of the final mapping solution.

2.1.2. Benchmarks

UNTANGLED game is designed for signal processing domain. Hence the DFGs used

were extracted from some of the core signal processing benchmarks selected from Media-

Bench suite [6]. MediaBench suite has a collection of more than 1400 core signal processing

applications coded in high-level languages. A DFG can easily be generated from them [8].

MediaBench suite is available freely to public. But, this suite is still evolving meaning more

new applications may be added as and when available and older standards may be deleted.

UNTANGLED uses seven benchmarks, two from image processing domain and rest

from signal processing domain. Table 2.1 shows their description. ADPCM stands for Adap-

tive Delta Pulse Code Modulation and IDCT stands for inverse discrete cosine transform.

For implementation in UNTANGLED, the feedback loops in the DFGs have been removed

Benchmark

Name

Description

E1 Sobel Edge Detection

E2 Laplace Edge Detection

E3 GSM Channel Encoder

M1 ADPCM Decoder

M2 ADPCM Encoder

H1 MPEG-II Decoder IDCT technique (row)

H2 MPEG-II Decoder IDCT technique (column)

Table 2.1. Benchmark Descriptions

for the purpose of simplicity [8]. The benchmarks have different number of nodes and dif-

ferent interconnection arrangements. Table 2.2 shows basic statistics for the DFGs for these

benchmarks.
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Table 2.2. Benchmark Statistics

Benchmark E1 E2 E3 M1 M2 H1 H2

Nodes 24 29 29 29 36 52 61

Edges 29 29 34 36 53 63 72

2.2. UNTANGLED Features

UNTANGLED has some features which can be used by the player to monitor their

progress. For example, it has a leader board as shown in Figure2.11 It also has in-game

Figure 2.11. UNTANGLED Leader board

features that include a toolbar with real-time score and total time elapsed, a help panel

and badges which are awarded after player accomplishes a particular high score. The score

increases for every right move while reduces for every wrong move (even though that solves

violation) thus directing the player towards the compact mapping and high score.

The tools in the toolbar contain Undo/Redo functions, color palette for coloring the

blocks, Rotate button, Add pass gate button (pink button) and save button. The toolbar also
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Figure 2.12. UNTANGLED In-game features

contains the highest score ever achieved for that game and the player’s highest score. Figure

2.12 shows these features. UNTANGLED also has step by step interactive tutorials for each

type of game which give hands-on experience with the tools from the toolbar and idea about

placement of blocks. They give a clear idea of the goals and objectives of the game. These

tutorials can be accessed outside the gameplay. The Figure 2.13 shows these interactive

tutorials. The performance of the players to a some extent depends upon the complexity

of the game and the interactivity of the tutorials [2]. Most possible attempts have been

made to make UNTANGLED interactive and to motivate the players for solving the puzzles.

Still there are few low performing players. Chapter 3 case studies investigate the gameplays

of these low performers. And the implications of these studies are used to recommend the

actions for improving the gameplay experience and guiding the bottom players.

2.3. Self-Regulated Learning

Self-Regulated learners set goals, take control of their own learning behavior and

monitor their progress which serves as feedback for their learning process. A developed SRL

behaviour is crucial for a learner’s success in computer based learning environments[13].
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Figure 2.13. UNTANGLED Tutorials

Conversely, an computer based learning environment should be designed in such a way

that, it helps the learner to develop their SRL behaviour. [11] has investigated about the

SRL behaviour of the players of UNTANGLED using the criteria of number of breaks and

duration of breaks. It concluded that those players who took time breaks as a strategy

to examine thoroughly, reconsider their moves and adjust their gameplay decisions reached

to the solution with a very high score. While the players who didn’t use time break as a

strategy for making adjustments, didn’t score that high. These inferences suggested that

meta-cognition played an important role in the success of the higher performing self-regulated

learners and every learner has a SRL behaviour of some degree.

2.4. Case study Method for Research

Case studies enable researchers to examine data at the micro level. One of the reasons

for case study as a research method is, the ability of qualitative analysis methods in providing

in-depth explanation of social and behavioral aspects in the research question being examined

[19]. For the case studies presented in this thesis, UNTANGLED has been used as a platform.

Qualitative Analysis lets us understand a complex issue through general trends observed. It
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can also act as a proof to an existing research and any hypothesis. This type of case study is

done keeping in mind, the detailed contextual analysis of a limited number of cases subject

to certain constraints. Case study as a research method is being used by researchers for

many years and for a variety of disciplines.

This research involves a mapping game which uses crowd-sourcing for getting some

insights to develop optimized algorithms. Hence the use of qualitative comparative analysis

method is justified. Steps that were followed to do case studies were: 1) Determine and define

the research question 2) Select the cases 3) Gather data. 4) Choose an analysis method 5)

Analyze the data 6) Conclude and report
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CHAPTER 3

QUALITATIVE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS: CASE STUDIES

This chapter contains the case studies of bottom players of UNTANGLED based on

their gameplay data. The experimental protocol for all studies was determined to qualify for

an exemption from the Institutional Review Board of the University of North Texas. IRB

protocols were followed in all cases. For the case studies in this work, Inter-architectural

analysis method (Analysis of corresponding benchmarks in both architectures)was chosen

with two types of architectures: i) Regular Mesh and ii) I/O Mesh, which differ slightly in

their characteristics. Regular mesh architectures have global I/O buses which transport data

from I/O ports to PEs and vice-versa. While in I/O architectures, the PEs which are at the

edge of the array can be configured as I/O ports thus eliminating the need for global bus

thus reducing the overall power consumption. Further, 8-way, 4way-1hop and 4way-2 hops

topologies in each architecture type were selected.

The criteria of the score, type of move, the number of violations, the number of moves,

the number of nodes in multi-move, the degree of a node in a single move and total time of

gameplay were used to identify the bottom 20 players in these architectures. The number of

bottom players was fixed at 20 as the maximum number of players for a benchmark in an

architecture was around 200 and it is justifiable that trends shown by bottom 10% players

are sufficient to answer the research question being investigated in this work.

As there are 7 benchmarks that are considered here for the analysis, so overall there

are 21 case studies, Regular Mesh vs. I/O Mesh for each benchmark for three topologies in

each architecture type. Next sections present the actual Regular Mesh vs. I/O Mesh case

studies of bottom 20 players with (a) Move type vs time plot and (b) Score vs time plot. For

convenience, an imaginary partition of the Move vs Time plot into three equidistant regions

namely beginning, mid and end region was done. And the time breaks taken by the players

are classified into 3 types:1) Short break (5 min. to 15 min.), 2) Medium break (15 min. to

40 min.) and 3) Long break ( more than an hour to more than a day). The vertical lines
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in the player performance plots show the time a which the player took the break, with red

line for short breaks, parrot green line for medium breaks and black lines for long breaks.

The six types of moves, as discussed in Chapter 2, are colored in six different colors on

the move type vs time plot. Single moves are colored in dark blue, swaps are colored in

pink, add pass moves are colored in parrot green color, Remove pass moves are colored in

yellow, multi-moves are colored in black and rotate moves are colored in sky blue. It was not

feasible to put all the 20 players’ performance plots in here so the one which showed most

of the general trends observed in that architecture for a particular benchmark was selected.

Another possibility was to combine all 20 players’ data into a single plot per architecture

per benchmark, which was found to be quite difficult at this point. These case studies are

organized according to the three topologies used.

3.1. 8-Way Regular vs 8-Way I/O Architecture

3.1.1. E1 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except Remove pass while I/O gameplays had

all the moves except rotate. Single moves were predominant in both types of gameplays.

Single moves were observed throughout the gameplays for both mesh and I/O. Multi-moves

were observed in the beginning & the end region of mesh gameplays while throughout in I/O

gameplays. Swap moves were observed in the mid & the end region for mesh and throughout

gameplay for I/O. Add pass moves were observed in the end region of mesh gameplays while

throughout in I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the beginning region of mesh

gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in beginning & end region of I/O gameplays.

I/O gameplays had less variety of moves in all the regions. Figure 3.1 shows the performance

of a player for 8-way regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 2.5 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 4 min. Both mesh and I/O players had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to

27 min. Break time for mesh gameplays: Only one player with around 1 min. break. Break

time for I/O gameplays: One long break of 4 days in the end region. After this break, only

one move was played by the player and then the gameplay stopped. This implies that this
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Figure 3.1. 8-way regular mesh - Player performance plot for E1 benchmark

break didnt help player to advance in the gameplay. Figure 3.2 shows the performance of a

player for 8-way I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause of sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of gameplays.

In mesh gameplays, swap led to substantial increase in the score. Use of pass gate reduced

the number of violations but led to a negligible increase or decrease in overall score. In the

beginning region of the score vs time graph, score reduced sharply. Then in the middle region,

it increased steadily and then again increasing sharply in end region. In I/O gameplays, no

change in score observed after a long break. In all gameplays, the final score was significantly

higher than the initial score at the starting of gameplay. Score improved constantly as seen

moving from beginning region to end region. All the gameplays with or without variety
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Figure 3.2. 8-way I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E1 benchmark

(having single moves predominantly) of moves show overall score rise by an amount which

is in the same range for all the gameplays. Gameplay with predominantly single moves had

the highest rise in the overall score.

3.1.2. E2 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except Remove pass while I/O gameplays had all

the moves. Single moves were predominant in both types of gameplays. Less variety in the

type and frequency of moves was observed in I/O gameplays. I/O gameplays had very few

add pass and Remove pass moves as compared to multi-moves and swaps. Single moves were

observed throughout the gameplays for both mesh and I/O. Multi-moves were observed in

the mid & the end region of mesh gameplays while throughout in I/O. Swap moves were
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observed in the beginning & the mid region for mesh gameplays and in the mid region for

I/O gameplays. Add pass moves were observed in the end region of the mesh gameplays

while in the mid & the end region for I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed

in the mid & the end region of I/O gameplays only and were not observed in the mesh

gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the end region of mesh gameplays and in mid

region of I/O gameplays. Figure 3.3 shows the performance of a player for 8-way regular

mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.3. 8-way regular mesh - Player performance plot for E2 benchmark

The average time of gameplay at 2.5 min for mesh players was less than that of

I/O players at 4 min. Mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 7 min

while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 33 min. Break time for mesh
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gameplays: Only one player took ashort time break of around 1 min., after which the score

decreased sharply. Break time for I/O gameplays: One player took a short break of 6 min.

in the beginning region. Figure 3.4 shows the performance of a player for 8-way I/O mesh

architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.4. 8-way I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E2 benchmark

Single moves were the cause of sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of gameplays.

In the mesh gameplays, the score increased steadily as observed while looking from the

beginning region to the end region. Swap move led to a sharp increase in the score in most

of the cases. Multi-moves in the middle region led to a sharp increase in score in most of

the cases. In I/O gameplays, short break followed by single moves led to a sharp rise in the

score. In all the cases, the final score was significantly higher than the initial score at the
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starting of gameplay. Score improved constantly as seen moving from the beginning region

to the end region. Minor variations in the score were observed in the region of a high variety

of moves. Most of the gameplays had single moves predominantly. This led to a steady rise

in the score. This shows that player does not have a particular strategy and outcome of the

previous move directs player for future move.

3.1.3. E3 benchmark

Both mesh and I/O gameplays showed all the types of moves. Single moves were

predominant in both types of gameplays. In I/O gameplays, very few Add pass and Remove

pass moves were observed as compared to multi-moves and swaps. Single moves and multi-

moves were observed throughout the gameplays for both mesh and I/O. Swaps were observed

Figure 3.5. 8-way regular mesh - Player performance plot for E3 benchmark
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in the mid and the end region of both mesh and I/O gameplays. Add pass moves were

observed in the beginning and the mid region of mesh gameplays while in the end region of

the I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the beginning region of Mesh gameplays

while in the mid region of I/O gameplays. Figure 3.5 shows the performance of a player

for 8-way regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data. The average time

Figure 3.6. 8-way I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E3 benchmark

of gameplay was 3 min. for both mesh and I/O gameplays. Mesh gameplays had a total

gameplay time range from 1 min. to 12.5 min while I/O players had a gameplay time range

from 1 min. to 6.5 min. Break time for mesh gameplays: Three players took a break of

average duration 2.6 min. Break time for I/O gameplays: No time breaks were taken by

the players. Figure 3.6 shows the performance of a player for 8-way I/O mesh architecture
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plotted from the gameplay data.

In the mesh gameplays, a decrement in the score was mostly related to the single

moves. Sharp score increment was observed after a multi-move. Swapping reduced the

score. Overall score trend line was found to be increasing with the highest slope in the end

region. Time breaks led to the multi-moves immediately after. In the I/O gameplays, single

moves were the cause of sharp rise or fall in the score. In most of the cases, score improved

constantly as seen looking from the beginning region to the end region. In few cases, score

sharply increased at the end of the beginning region and then remained in the same range

throughout the gameplay. In all the cases, final score was significantly above the initial score

at the starting of gameplay. Multi-moves in the end region reduced the score while in the

beginning region increased the score. Minor variations in the score were observed in the

region of a high variety of moves. Rotate move in the mid region increased the score sharply.

Gameplay with only single moves showed a gradual decrease in the score as seen looking

from the beginning region to the mid region and then score increased as seen looking from

the mid region to the end region.

3.1.4. M1 benchmark

Both mesh and I/O gameplays showed all types of moves. Single moves were pre-

dominant in both types of gameplays. In I/O gameplays, multi-moves were almost equal

to swaps and very few add pass, remove pass and rotate moves were observed as compared

to other three moves. Single moves were observed throughout the gameplays for both mesh

and I/O. Swaps were observed in the mid and the end region for mesh while throughout for

I/O gameplays. Multi-moves were observed throughout the gameplay for mesh while in the

mid and the end region for I/O. Add pass moves were observed throughout the gameplay

for mesh while in end region for I/O. Remove pass moves were observed in the end region

for both mesh and I/O. Rotate moves were observed in the end region for mesh gameplays

while in the mid & the end region for I/O gameplays. Figure 3.7 shows the performance of

a player for 8-way regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 10 min for mesh players was more than that of I/O
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Figure 3.7. 8-way regular mesh - Player performance plot for M1 benchmark

players at 3.5 min. Mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2.5 min. to 7.5 min

while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 6.5 min. About 75% I/O

players did not have any violations at the end while rest had a single violation. Break time

for mesh gameplays: Total 12 breaks averaging 2.5min were taken. Range of break times

was from 1 min to 1 day which corresponds to short, mid and long breaks for the analysis.

Break time for I/O gameplays: No time breaks were taken by players. Single moves were

the cause of sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of gameplays. Figure 3.8 shows the

performance of a player for 8-way I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

In the mesh gameplays, the score increased steadily as observed looking from the

beginning region to the end region. Time breaks taken in the end region were followed by
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Figure 3.8. 8-way I/O mesh - Player performance plot for M1 benchmark

a non-significant amount of change in the score. Time breaks of a day or more led to the

sharp downfall of scores. Short time breaks of 1 or 2 min. led to sharp increase in the score.

The graph which had the highest variety of moves scattered evenly throughout the 3 regions,

had a steady scoreline which neither increased nor decreased significantly. In most of the

I/O gameplays, score decreased in the beginning region and then it increased from the mid

region to the end region. In few cases score gradually kept increasing from the beginning

region to the end region. In all the cases, the final score was significantly higher than the

initial score. Quick rise and fall in the score was observed in the region of a high variety of

moves.
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3.1.5. M2 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had only single, multi, swap and add pass moves while I/O gameplays

had all the moves. Multi-moves were almost equal in number to swaps in both types of

gameplays. Not much variety of moves was observed in mesh gameplays while, a variety

of moves was observed in I/O gameplays, most of which were spread over all the regions.

Single moves were predominant in mesh gameplays. Single and multi-moves were observed

throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Swap moves were observed mostly in the

mid and the end region of mesh gameplays while throughout in I/O gameplays. Add pass

moves were observed mostly in the end region for mesh gameplays and in the mid & the

end region for I/O gameplays. Remove pass and rotate moves were observed mostly in the

end region for I/O gameplays and were not observed in the mesh gameplays. In the I/O

gameplays, Add pass, Remove pass and Rotate moves were very few as compared to other

3 moves. Figure 3.9 shows the performance of a player for 8-way regular mesh architecture

plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 4 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 10 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 1.5 min. to 13

min while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 1 hour. All the identified

bottom mesh and I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end. Break time for mesh

gameplays: Three time breaks of around 1 min. were taken. Two of them were in the

beginning region and one was in the end region. Break time for I/O gameplays: Three Short

breaks, Two Long breaks of 1 or more days were taken. Figure 3.10 shows the performance

of a player for 8-way I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause of sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of gameplays.

In mesh gameplays, multi moves in the mid region led to sharp increase in score. A sharp

decrease in score due to single moves was followed by swap which led to sharp increase in

score. The score line was more steady in the region having a high variety of moves. Time

break followed by single moves increased the score sharply while followed by swap or multi-

move decreased the score. In most of the I/O gameplays, the final score was much higher
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Figure 3.9. 8-way regular mesh - Player performance plot for M2 benchmark

than the initial score at the start of gameplay. Few gameplays had initial and final score in

the same range. In most of the gameplays, the score reduced in the beginning region and

then kept increasing gradually through the mid and the end region. Few gameplays had the

score increasing gradually from the beginning to the end region. Quick rise and fall in the

score was observed in the region of a high variety of moves. Rotate move followed by the

swap in the mid region increased the score sharply. Multi-moves in the end region increased

the score sharply. Short breaks in the end regions followed by single moves, sharply increased

the score. Long break in the mid region followed by single moves sharply decreased the score,

while long break in the end region did not affect the scores much.
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Figure 3.10. 8-way I/O mesh - Player performance plot for M2 benchmark

3.1.6. H1 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. In mesh gameplays, multi-moves were almost equal to the swaps. Single moves

were observed throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Swaps were observed in the

beginning and the mid region in the mesh gameplays while throughout in the I/O gameplays.

Multi-moves were observed in the beginning and the end region of mesh gameplays while

throughout in I/O gameplays. Add pass moves were observed in the mid and the end region

of the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Remove pass moves were observed in the beginning

region of mesh gameplays while in the mid & the end region of the I/O gameplays. Rotate

moves were observed in the mid region of the I/O gameplays and were not observed in mesh
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gameplays. In few I/O gameplays, more variety of moves was observed in all the regions as

compared to E1, E2, E3, M1 and M2 levels. Figure 3.11 shows the performance of a player

for 8-way regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.11. 8-way regular mesh - Player performance plot for H1 benchmark

The average time of the gameplay at 6 min for mesh players was little more than that

of I/O players at 5 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to

22 min. neglecting the long break duration while I/O players had a gameplay time range

from 1 min. to 1.5 hours. All the identified bottom mesh and I/O gameplays had multiple

violations at the end. Break time for mesh gameplays: Only short breaks were observed

with average duration of breaks at 11 min. and range was from 1 min. to 20 min. More

number of players took break as compared to E1, E2, E3, M1, M2 levels. Break time for I/O
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gameplays: Only one short break of 13 min was taken. Figure 3.12 shows the performance

of a player for 8-way I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.12. 8-way I/O mesh - Player performance plot for H1 benchmark

Single moves were the cause for the sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In the mesh gameplays, those with only single moves, showed a constant decrease

in score. Multi-move in the end region reduced the score sharply. Multi-moves taken after the

short time breaks reduced the score sharply. If the gameplay started with multi-moves first

and followed by single moves, then the score decreased. The score line was more steady in the

region having a high variety of moves. Short time breaks followed by single moves increased

the score. Short time break followed by swap decreased the score. In the I/O gameplays,

Rotate move in the mid region sharply decreased the score. The score went down in the
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beginning region, then improved in the mid region and remained in the same range in the

end region. In most of the gameplays, the starting(initial) score and the ending(final) score

were in the same range. The gameplays which had more variety of moves spread throughout,

had fewer variations in the score. Short time break led by alternate single and swap moves

decreased the score. Multi-moves in the beginning region decreased the score while in the

end region increased the score. Swap in the mid region increased the score. Gameplays

with single and swap moves evenly spread throughout, showed a steady rise in the score as

seen looking from beginning region to end region. Players played strategically. Every player

seemed to have some strategy but did not help them to increase their score quickly, though

their overall score seemed to be rising steadily.

3.1.7. H2 benchmark

Both types of gameplays had all the moves. In the mesh gameplays, multi-moves

were almost equal to swaps and only one rotate move was observed. In the I/O gameplays,

the number of swaps and add pass moves were almost equal and remove pass & rotate moves

were very less as compared to other moves. Single, multi and swap moves were observed

throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Add pass moves were observed in the

beginning & the end region in mesh gameplays while throughout in I/O gameplays. Remove

pass moves were observed in the beginning & the end region of mesh gameplays while in the

mid & the end region of I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the mid region of

mesh gameplays while in the mid & the end region of I/O gameplays. In I/O gameplays,

most variety of moves was observed than E1,2,3 M1,2 and H1 levels, which spread over all the

regions. Figure 3.13 shows the performance of a player for 8-way regular mesh architecture

plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 6 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 15 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 30 min.,

while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 3 min. to 50 min. All the identified

bottom mesh and half of the I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end. Break time

for mesh gameplays: Four players took time breaks averaging 12 min. with duration ranging
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Figure 3.13. 8-way regular mesh - Player performance plot for H2 benchmark

from 2 min. to 1 hour. Break time for I/O gameplays: Seven short breaks and three long

breaks of 1 or more days. Figure 3.14 shows the performance of a player for 8-way I/O mesh

architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In mesh gameplays, Adding pass gates in the end region led to a sharp increase

in score. Time break of about 1 hour led to a decrease in score for few following moves.

Short time breaks followed by single moves increased the score. Short time breaks followed

by swaps reduced the score. Gameplay starting with multi-moves decreased the score in the

beginning region. Gameplay starting with swap increased the score in the beginning region

while multi-moves following swap reduced the score. When single move decreased the score
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Figure 3.14. 8-way I/O mesh - Player performance plot for H2 benchmark

sharply, players used swap move to improve it. In the I/O gameplays, score decreased in

the beginning region and then increased gradually from mid to end region, for most of the

gameplays. Since all the gameplays had a high variety of moves in all the regions, a quick

rise and fall in the score was observed but overall scoreline was increasing in the slope. Short

break in the beginning region followed by multi, single and swap moves decreased the score.

A sharp rise in the score was associated with add pass moves most of the times. Add pass

moves in the end region led to a sharp increase in the score. Short break in the mid and

end region did not affect the score much. It remained in the same range. Long break in

the beginning and the mid region did not affect the score. The score remained in the same

range. While the effect of long break in the end region can be neglected.
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3.2. 4-Way 1-Hop Regular vs 4-Way 1-Hop I/O Architecture

3.2.1. E1 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all except Remove pass moves while I/O gameplays had all

the moves. Single moves were observed throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O.

Multi-moves were observed in the beginning and the end region of mesh gameplays while

throughout for I/O gameplays. Swap moves were observed in the mid & the end region

of both mesh and I/O gameplays. Add pass moves were observed in the end region of

mesh gameplays while throughout in I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed

throughout the gameplays for I/O and were not observed in mesh gameplays. Rotate moves

Figure 3.15. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player performance plot for E1 benchmark

were observed in the beginning region of mesh gameplays while in the mid region of I/O
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gameplays. I/O gameplays had more variety of moves in all the regions as compared to

8way I/O E1. Figure 3.15 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop regular mesh

architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 5 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 8 min. Mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 13 min., while

I/O players had a gameplay time range from 4 min. to 26 min. All the identified bottom

mesh and more than 75% of the I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end. Break

time for mesh gameplays: Five players took short breaks of average 1 min. duration. Break

Figure 3.16. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E1 benchmark

time for I/O gameplays: Only one player took a short break in the mid region. Figure 3.16

shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the
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gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause of a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of game-

plays. In the mesh gameplays, short break followed by single moves reduced the score, while,

followed by swap and multi-move increased the score steadily over the time. Gameplays hav-

ing only single moves and multi-moves have their initial and final score in the same range.

The medium break followed by add pass move made a sharp increase in the score. Multi-

moves in the mid region sharply increased the score. In I/O gameplays, a sharp increase in

the score was seen in the beginning region and then score increased gradually in the mid

and the end region. The final score was much higher than the initial score (at starting of

gameplay). A quick rise and fall in the score was observed in the region of a high variety of

moves. Short time break followed by single move decreased the score.

3.2.2. E2 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except remove pass and rotate while I/O gameplays

had all the moves except rotate. Single moves were observed throughout the gameplay for

both mesh and I/O. Multi-moves were observed in the beginning and the end region for mesh

gameplays while throughout for I/O gameplays. Swaps were observed in the mid and the

end region of mesh gameplays while throughout the gameplay for I/O. Add pass moves were

observed in the end region of mesh gameplays while in the mid & the end region for I/O

gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the mid & the end region of I/O gameplays.

Figure 3.17 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop regular mesh architecture

plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 5 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 4.5 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay duration range from 1 min. to 20

min., while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 1.5 min. to 30.5 min. Less than

25% of the identified bottom mesh and I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end.

Break time for mesh gameplays: Three players took only short breaks and one player took

one short and one medium break. Break time for I/O gameplays: One player took a short

break in the end region. Figure 3.18 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop I/O
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Figure 3.17. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player performance plot for E2 benchmark

mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In mesh gameplays, swaps did not help much in increasing the score. Short

time breaks followed by multi-moves and swaps did not help in improving the score. Most

gameplays had only single moves and the final score was much improved than initial score.

Multi-move in the middle region of gameplay led to a sharp increase in the score in most

of the cases. Short time breaks followed by single moves gradually increased the score. A

medium break did not lead to any strategy playing by the player. It resulted in the end

of the gameplay. In most of the I/O gameplays, score sharply increased in the beginning

region and then steadily increased through the mid and the end region. While few gameplays
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Figure 3.18. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E2 benchmark

showed a steady rise in the score right from the beginning region to the end region. The

highest increase in the score (from the initial score to final) was seen in the graph which had

more variety of moves in the mid and the end region. Most of the bottom players had their

final score in the same range. Gameplay having only single moves had less final score than

those which had a variety of moves. Multi-moves in the beginning region sharply increased

the score. All the gameplays reflected a similar pattern in the score vs time graph. Short

break in the end region did not affect the score.

3.2.3. E3 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. Single moves were observed throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Multi
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Figure 3.19. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player performance plot for E3 benchmark

moves were observed throughout gameplay for mesh while in beginning and mid region for

I/O. Swaps were observed in the mid region of mesh gameplays while throughout for I/O

gameplays. Add pass moves were observed throughout the gameplays for mesh and in the

mid & the end region of I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the end region

of mesh gameplays and in the mid & the end region for I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were

observed in the beginning and the end region of I/O gameplays and were not observed in the

mesh gameplays. Figure 3.19 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop regular

mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 3 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 5 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2.5 min. to 23.5 min.
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while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 1.5 min. to 11.5 min. Less than 25% of

the identified bottom I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end while mesh bottom

gameplays did not have any violations. Break time for mesh gameplays: Two players took a

short break of average duration 1 min. Break time for I/O gameplays: No time breaks were

taken by I/O bottom players. Figures 3.20,3.21, 3.22 show the performances of three Players

(which show 3 scoring patterns) for 4-Way 1-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the

gameplay data.

Figure 3.20. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player-(a) performance plot for E3 benchmark

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In the mesh gameplays, swapping reduced the score. The overall scoreline

increased steadily. In the I/O gameplays, all of the players had their final scores in the same
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Figure 3.21. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player-(b) performance plot for E3 benchmark

range. Three types of patterns were observed in the scoring graph: i) Score increasing steadily

from beginning region to end region as shown by Figure 3.20, ii) Score sharply increasing

in beginning region and then steadily increasing till end region as shown by Figure3.21, iii)

Score steadily increasing till mid region and then sharply increasing in end region as shown

by Figure3.22. Quick rise and fall in the score were observed in the region of a high variety

of moves. Rotate followed by multi-move sharply increased the score. Multi-moves also led

to sharp increase in score in few gameplays along with single moves. The gameplays with a

variety of moves showed the largest increase in the score from initial score, while, gameplays

with only single moves had a less increase in the score as compared to those with a variety

of moves.
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Figure 3.22. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player-(c) performance plot for E3 benchmark
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3.2.4. M1 benchmark

Figure 3.23. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player-(a) performance plot for M1 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. Single moves were observed throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Swaps

were observed in the mid region of mesh gameplays while throughout for I/O gameplays.

Multi moves were observed in the mid & the end region of mesh gameplay while throughout

the gameplay for I/O. Add pass moves were observed throughout the gameplays for mesh

and in the mid & the end region of I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in

the beginning & the end region of mesh gameplays and in the mid & the end region for I/O

gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the mid region of I/O gameplays and were not

observed in the mesh gameplays. I/O gameplays had very few add pass, Remove pass and
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Figure 3.24. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player-(b) performance plot for M1 benchmark

rotate as compared to other three moves. I/O gameplays had more variety of moves than

E1, E2, E3 I/O. Figures 3.23, 3.24, 3.25 show the performances of Player-(a), player-(b),

player-(c) respectively for 4-Way 1-Hop regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay

data.

The average time of gameplay at 15 min for mesh players was more than double as

omared to I/O players at 6 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2

min. to 26 min., while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 1.5 min. to 24 min.

About 25% of the identified bottom mesh and I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the

end. Break time for mesh gameplays: Total 9 players took multiple short breaks and one

medium break averaging 2.5min. The range of break times was from 1 min to 10 min. Break
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Figure 3.25. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player-(c) performance plot for M1 benchmark

time for I/O gameplays: One player took a short break in the beginning and one in the mid

region. Figures 3.26, 3.27, 3.28 show the performances of Player-(x), Player-(y), Player-(z)

respectively for 4-Way 1-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In mesh gameplays, time breaks did not help in improving the score. The score

increased steadily from beginning region to end region with exception of four gameplays in

which, the initial and final score were in same range. Multi-moves and add pass moves in end

region helped to improve the score. The graph which had highest variety of moves scattered

evenly throughout the three regions had a steady scoreline which neither increased nor

decreased significantly. Three patterns in the score graph were observed for mesh gameplays:
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i) Score steadily increasing from beginning to end region as shown by Figure 3.23, ii) Score

sharply increasing in beginning region and then steadily increasing till end region as shown

by Figure 3.24, iii) Score sharply increasing from beginning to mid region and then sharply

increasing from mid to end region as shown by Figure 3.25. In all I/O gameplays except

Figure 3.26. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player-(x) performance plot for M1 benchmark

one, the final score was much higher than the initial score. And in that exception case, the

final score was in same range as initial score with no significant rise or fall, with the score line

being nearly horizontal. A quick rise/fall in the score was observed in the region of a high

variety of moves. Both short breaks did not affect the score over the time. Three patterns in

the score graph were observed for I/O gameplays: i) Score steadily increasing from beginning

to end region as shown by Figure 3.26, ii) Score sharply increasing in beginning region and
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Figure 3.27. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player-(y) performance plot for M1 benchmark

then steadily increasing till end region as shown by Figure 3.21, iii) Score sharply decreasing

from beginning to mid region and then sharply increasing from mid to end region as shown

by Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player-(z) performance plot for M1 benchmark
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3.2.5. M2 benchmark

Both mesh and I/O gameplays had all the moves except rotate. In both mesh and

I/O gameplays, Add pass moves were almost equal to swaps and most of the graphs had a

variety of moves spread throughout the gameplay. Single moves were observed throughout

the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Swaps were observed in the beginning and the end

region in mesh gameplays while throughout for I/O gameplays. Multi-moves were observed

in the mid region of mesh gameplays while throughout in I/O gameplays. Add pass moves

were observed in the mid & the end region for mesh gameplays while throughout for I/O

gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the end region for mesh gameplays and in

Figure 3.29. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player performance plot for M2 benchmark

the mid & the end region for I/O gameplays. A variety of moves in the I/O gameplays was
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comparable to that observed in M1 level. Figure 3.29 shows the performance of a player for

4-Way 1-Hop regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 5 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 12 min. Mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 19 min., while

I/O players had a gameplay time range from 2.5 min. to 1.5 hours. More than 75% of the

identified bottom mesh gameplays and about 50% I/O gameplays had multiple violations

at the end. Break time for mesh gameplays: Six players took multiple short time breaks of

around 3 min. and one of them took two long breaks of around 17 min. All the breaks were

observed in the mid and the end region. Break time for I/O gameplays: Five short breaks,

Figure 3.30. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player performance plot for M2 benchmark

2 in beginning, 2 in the end region and one in the mid region were observed. Figure 3.30
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shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the

gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In mesh gameplays, all the gameplays had their initial and final score in the same

range. Short breaks followed by multi-moves and swaps and add pass helped in increasing

the score. Long breaks were observed mostly in the end region and they led to an increase in

the score by very small amount. Multi-move in the end region sharply increased the score.

In most of the I/O gameplays, score increased sharply in the beginning region and then

steadily increased in the mid and the end regions. All the gameplays showed a large increase

in the score from initial score. One gameplay with mostly single moves had the initial and

final score in the same range. Short breaks in the beginning region followed by single moves

led to an overall decrease in the score. In one gameplay, score sharply increased after the

break. Short break in the mid region did not affect the score. The score remained in the

same range for a long time. Gameplay with only single moves and swaps equally spread

throughout, showed the highest rise in score with respect to initial score. Short break in the

end region was followed by a variety of moves but the score remained in the same range as

it was before the break.

3.2.6. H1 benchmark

Both types of gameplays had all the types of the moves. Single moves were observed

throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Swaps were observed in the beginning and

the end region for mesh gameplays and throughout for I/O gameplays. Multi-moves were

observed in the mid & the end region for mesh gameplays while throughout the gameplay for

I/O. Add pass moves were observed in the mid and the end region of mesh gameplays while

throughout for I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the beginning region of

mesh gameplays while in the mid and the end region for I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were

observed in the mid region of mesh gameplays while in the beginning and the mid region

for I/O gameplays. In the I/O gameplays, more gameplays with a variety of moves were

observed as compared to E1, E2, E3, M1 and M2. Figure 3.31 shows the performance of a
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player for 4-Way 1-Hop regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.31. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player performance plot for H1 benchmark

The average time of gameplay at 6 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 15 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 22 min.

neglecting long breaks of 1 or more days, while I/O players had a gameplay time range from

1 min. to 1.3 hours. Almost all of the identified bottom mesh gameplays and about 50% I/O

gameplays had multiple violations at the end. Break time for mesh gameplays: Six players

took multiple short breaks, 1 player took multiple short and medium breaks, one player took

multiple short and two long breaks. The average time for breaks was 4 min. excluding long

breaks, with range observed from 1 min. to 17 min. Break time for I/O gameplays: About

ten short breaks and three long breaks of 1 or more days were taken. Figure 3.32 shows the
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performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay

data.

Figure 3.32. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player performance plot for H1 benchmark

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In mesh gameplays, those with only single moves showed a constant decrease

in score. Multi-move in the end region reduced the score sharply. Long breaks followed

by the swap and single moves increased the score. Short time breaks followed by multi-

moves increased the score. Short time break followed by swap increased the score. In I/O

gameplays, most of the gameplays showed a large increase in the score from initial score.

In most cases score increased sharply in the beginning region and then steadily increased in

the mid and the end regions. In few cases, score increased steadily from the beginning to
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the end region. Quick ups and downs were seen in the regions with a high variety of moves.

Short breaks in the beginning region and the mid region led to a slight rise in the score

after few moves. Long breaks did not affect the score much as they were taken in the end

region. Gameplays with predominantly single and swap moves had a sharp rise in score in

the beginning region and then it remained steady in subsequent regions. Gameplays with

maximum multi-moves in the beginning region had their scores reduced in the beginning

region.

3.2.7. H2 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. Most of the mesh gameplays had a variety of moves spread throughout. I/O game-

plays had more variety than other levels but less than H1. Single and add pass moves

were observed throughout the gameplays for both mesh and I/O. Swaps were observed in

the beginning and the end regions in mesh gameplays while throughout in I/O gameplays.

Multi-moves were observed in the mid region in mesh gameplays and throughout in I/O

gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the end region of mesh gameplays while

in the mid & the end region of I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the mid

region of the I/O gameplays and were not observed in the mesh gameplays. Figure 3.33

shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop regular mesh architecture plotted from

the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 10 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 16 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 27 min.

neglecting long breaks of 1 or more days, while I/O players had a gameplay time range from

1 min. to 1 hour. More than 80% of the identified bottom mesh gameplays and about 50%

I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end. In the I/O gameplays, though the score

of bottom players was comparable to top the players, a player was identified as bottom due

to the violations at the end of gameplay. Break time for mesh gameplays: Eight players

took short and medium time breaks and one player took multiple short and one long break.

The average duration of breaks was 6.9 min. with the duration range from 2 min. to 17
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Figure 3.33. 4-way 1-hop regular mesh - Player performance plot for H2 benchmark

min. neglecting long break (1 or more day). Break time for I/O gameplays: Eleven short

breaks and six long breaks of 1 or more days were taken. Short breaks were taken in all the

regions and long breaks mostly in the beginning and the end region. Figure 3.34 shows the

performance of a player for 4-Way 1-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay

data.

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In the mesh gameplays, time breaks of 1 hour or more led to a decrease in the

score for few following moves. Short time breaks followed by single moves increased the

score. Short time breaks followed by single moves and add pass moves reduced the score.

Gameplays with only single moves showed a sharp increase in the score as seen looking from
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Figure 3.34. 4-way 1-hop I/O mesh - Player performance plot for H2 benchmark

the beginning region to the end region. In most of the I/O gameplays, the score reduced

from the beginning to the mid region and then increased from the mid region to the end

region. In few cases, score increased steadily from the beginning to the end region. And

in one of the cases, the score sharply increased in the beginning region and then remained

in the same range till end region. Short breaks in the beginning region reduced the score

for next considerable number of moves. Short breaks in the mid region increased the score

slightly for next few moves. Long breaks in the beginning region led to a sharp decrease in

the score while in other regions they had no major effect on score. Gameplays with more add

pass moves spread throughout the gameplay led to quick rise in score than those gameplays

without them. Gameplays with more swap moves spread throughout the gameplay led to a
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steady rise in the score than those gameplays without them. Gameplays with mostly single

moves showed a quick rise and fall in the score with the final score higher than the initial

score but not as high as compared to gameplays with more add pass moves. The gameplays

with more multi-moves spread throughout all the regions showed an overall decrease in the

final score which was less than initial score.

3.3. 4-Way 2-Hops Regular vs 4-Way 2-Hops I/O Architecture

3.3.1. E1 benchmark

Both types of gameplays had all the moves except rotate. Single moves were observed

throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Multi-moves were observed throughout

the gameplay for mesh while in the mid & the end region for I/O gameplays. Swap moves

Figure 3.35. 4-way 2-hops regular mesh - Player performance plot for E1 benchmark
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were observed in the mid region of mesh gameplays while in the mid & the end region of I/O

gameplays. Add pass moves were observed in the mid & the end region of mesh gameplays

while in the end region of I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the mid

region of mesh gameplays and in the end regions of I/O gameplays. In I/O gameplays, less

variety in moves was observed than 4way1hop I/O E1 and single moves were predominant.

Figure 3.35 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 2-Hops regular mesh architecture

plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 4 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 5 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 9 min.

while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 17.5 min. All of the identified

Figure 3.36. 4-way 2-hops I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E1 benchmark
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bottom mesh and I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end. Break time for mesh

gameplays: Two players took short breaks of average duration 2 min. Break time for I/O

gameplays: No time breaks were taken by players. Single moves were the cause of sharp

rise or fall in the score in both types of gameplays. Figure 3.36 shows the performance of a

player for 4-Way 2-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data. In some of

the mesh gameplays, swap led to a substantial increase in the score. Short breaks followed

by add pass and swap moves increased the score. The gameplays which started with the

swap led to a decrease in the score in the beginning region. The gameplays which started

with multi-moves showed a sharp increase in score in the beginning region. In most of the

I/O gameplays, the initial and the final score were in the same range, though the final score

was higher than the initial score. The score increased from the beginning to the end region

steadily in most of the cases. Adding pass gates did not improve the score hence they were

removed by Remove pass moves immediately after. A quick rise and fall in the score was

observed in the mid and the end region which had swaps predominantly.

3.3.2. E2 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. I/O gameplays had very few add pass and remove pass moves as compared to multi

and swaps. Single moves were observed throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O.

Multi-moves were observed throughout the gameplay for mesh and in the beginning & the

mid region for I/O gameplays. Swap moves were observed in the mid and the end region for

both mesh and I/O gameplays. Add pass moves were observed in the end region of mesh

gameplays and throughout in the I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the

end region for the mesh gameplays and in the mid & the end regions for I/O gameplays.

Rotate moves were observed in the mid region of I/O gameplays and were not observed in

the mesh gameplays. The I/O gameplays had more variety of moves than E1 I/O. Figure

3.37 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 2-Hops regular mesh architecture plotted

from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 2 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O
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Figure 3.37. 4-way 2-hops regular mesh - Player performance plot for E2 benchmark

players at 7 min. Mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 8.5 min., while

I/O players had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 24 min. About 15% of the identified

bottom mesh and 25% of the I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end. Break time

for mesh gameplays: No time breaks were taken by players. Break time for I/O gameplays:

One player took a short break in the mid region. Figure 3.38 shows the performance of a

player for 4-Way 2-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In mesh gameplays, the score increased steadily as observed from beginning

region to end region. Swap move led to a sharp increase in the score in most of the cases.

Multi-move in the mid region of the move vs time plot led to a sharp increase in the score
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Figure 3.38. 4-way 2-hops I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E2 benchmark

in most of the cases. In the I/O gameplays, the score steadily increased from beginning to

end region. The final score was much higher than the initial score in all gameplays. The

gameplays having more add pass moves spread throughout showed almost a linear rise in

the score. The gameplays having more multi-moves than other moves except single moves,

showed a quick rise and fall in the score. In some gameplays, swaps led to a sharp increase

in the score. The gameplay having only single moves had no major change in the score from

the initial score and score line remained almost horizontal in the mid and the end regions.

Short breaks followed by single moves led to an increase in the score. Multi-moves in the

beginning region led to a sharp increase in score.
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3.3.3. E3 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. I/O gameplays had less variety of moves as compared to E2 I/O but more than E1

I/O. Single and multi-moves were observed throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O.

Swap moves were observed in the mid & the end region of mesh gameplays and throughout

for I/O gameplays. Add pass moves were observed in the mid & the end region of mesh

gameplays and throughout in I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves were observed in the end

region of mesh gameplays and throughout in I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed

in the beginning and the mid regions of I/O gameplays and were not observed in mesh

gameplays. Figure 3.39 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 2-Hops regular mesh

Figure 3.39. 4-way 2-hops regular mesh - Player performance plot for E3 benchmark
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architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 3 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 5 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 15 min.

while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 1.5 min. to 12.5 min. Only one of the

identified bottom mesh and four of the I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end.

Break time for mesh gameplays: Five players took single short breaks of average duration 1

min. and one player took multiple short time breaks and a medium break. Break time for

I/O gameplays: No time breaks were taken by players. Single moves were the cause for a

sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of gameplays. Figure 3.40 shows the performance

of a player for 4-Way 2-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.40. 4-way 2-hops I/O mesh - Player performance plot for E3 benchmark
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In mesh gameplays, a sharp increment in the score was observed after the multi-move.

Swapping move reduced the score most of the time. The overall score line increased with

the highest slope in the end region. Short time breaks in the beginning & the end region

led to a substantial increase in the score. While Long breaks in the beginning region led to

nearly linear decrease in the score for next few moves. In I/O gameplays, the final score was

higher than the initial score at the starting of the gameplay. In most of the gameplays, an

increment in the score line was nearly linear from the beginning region to the end region.

Rotate move in the beginning region sharply increased the score. A quick rise and fall in the

score was observed in the region of a high variety of moves.

3.3.4. M1 benchmark

Both mesh and I/O gameplays had all the moves. Single moves, multi-moves and add

pass moves were observed throughout the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Swap moves were

observed in the mid & the end region of mesh gameplays and throughout in I/O gameplays.

Remove pass moves were observed in the end region of mesh gameplays and in the mid &

the end region of I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the beginning region of

mesh gameplays and in the mid & the end region of I/O gameplays. Add pass and swap

moves were comparable in I/O gameplays. Also, I/O gameplays had a high variety of moves

spread throughout the gameplay than E1, E2, E3 levels. Figure 3.41 shows the performance

of a player for 4-Way 2-Hops regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay was 10 min for both mesh and I/O players. Mesh

gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 35 min., while I/O players had a

gameplay time range from 2 min. to 33 min. About 25% of mesh gameplays and 33% of

I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end of the gameplay. Break time for mesh

gameplays: Seven players took multiple short time breaks, one player took a short and a

medium break, one player took 3 long breaks, averaging 5min. (excluding long breaks of

more than a day). The range of break times was from 1 min to 1 day. Break time for I/O

gameplays: No time breaks were taken by players. Single moves were the cause for a sharp

rise or fall in the score in both types of gameplays. Figure 3.42 shows the performance of a
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Figure 3.41. 4-way 2-hops regular mesh - Player performance plot for M1 benchmark

player for 4-Way 2-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

In mesh gameplays, the score increased steadily as observed from the beginning region

to the end region. Time breaks taken in the end region were followed by a non-significant

amount of change in the score. Time breaks of a day or more in the beginning region led

to a sharp increase in the score. Short time breaks of 1 or 2 min. led to a sharp increase in

the score. The graph which had the highest variety of moves scattered evenly throughout

the three regions, had a steady scoreline which neither increased nor decreased significantly.

In most of the I/O gameplays, the score steadily increased from the beginning region to the

end region. In few gameplays, the score sharply increased in the beginning region. Then for

subsequent regions, the score remained in the same range. In all the cases, final score was
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Figure 3.42. 4-way 2-hops I/O mesh - Player performance plot for M1 benchmark

much higher than the initial score. Except in one case, it was in the same range as that of

initial score. A quick rise and fall in the score was observed in the region of a high variety

of moves. The gameplays with single moves predominantly had their final score risen by a

lesser amount than the gameplays having a variety of moves. Swaps and add pass moves

helped in increasing the score than any other moves, in most of the gameplays.

3.3.5. M2 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. In mesh gameplays, multi-moves were almost equal to swaps and not much variety

of moves was observed with single moves being predominant. In I/O gameplays, Add pass

moves were almost equal to the swaps. Single and multi-moves were observed throughout
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the gameplay for both mesh and I/O. Swap moves were observed in the mid & the end

regions in mesh gameplays and throughout in I/O gameplays. Add pass were observed in

the mid region of mesh gameplays and throughout in I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves

were observed in the mid region of mesh gameplays and in th mid & the end region of I/O

gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the mid region of the I/O gameplays and were

not observed in the mesh gameplays. I/O gameplays had less variety of moves than M1 I/O.

Figure 3.43 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 2-Hops regular mesh architecture

plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.43. 4-way 2-hops regular mesh - Player performance plot for M2 benchmark

The average time of gameplay at 5 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 20 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 1 min. to 36 min.,
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while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 4.5 min. to 1 hour. All of the identified

bottom mesh gameplays and half of bottom I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the

end of the gameplay. Break time for mesh gameplays: Five players took multiple short and

medium time breaks averaging around 2 min., three of them being in the mid region, one in

the beginning region and one in the end region. Break time for I/O gameplays: Four Short

breaks with three in end region and one in mid region were taken by the players. Figure 3.44

shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 2-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the

gameplay data.

Figure 3.44. 4-way 2-hops I/O mesh - Player performance plot for M2 benchmark

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In mesh gameplays, multi-move in the mid region led to sharp increase in the
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score. A sharp decrease in the score due to single move was followed by swap which led to

sharp increase in the score. The more variety of moves in less area, more steady was the

score line. Time break followed by single moves, multi-moves and swaps increased the score

sharply. In most of the I/O gameplays, the score steadily increased from the beginning to

the end region. For few gameplays, the score decreased from the beginning to the mid region

and then increased from the mid to the end region. Most gameplays showed a higher final

score than initial score. Few gameplays had a final score in the same range as that of the

initial score. Short breaks in the end region led to an increase in the score. A quick rise and

fall in the score was observed in the region of a high variety of moves. Swap and Add pass

moves led to an overall increase in the score for most of the gameplays. Rotate move in the

mid region led to a sharp increase in the score.

3.3.6. H1 benchmark

Both mesh and I/O gameplays had all the moves. The mesh gameplays had multi

moves which were almost equal to number of swaps. The I/O gameplays had swaps com-

parable to multi-moves. Single moves and swaps were observed throughout the gameplay

for both mesh and I/O. Multi-moves were observed in the mid region of mesh gameplays

and throughout in I/O gameplays. Add pass and remove pass moves were observed in the

mid and the end region for both mesh and I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in

the beginning region in mesh gameplays and in the mid region in the I/O gameplays. The

I/O gameplays had a less variety of moves as compared to M1 I/O and M2 I/O. Figure 3.45

shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 2-Hops regular mesh architecture plotted from

the gameplay data.

The average time of gameplay at 15 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 25 min. The mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 2 min. to 26

min., while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 11.5 min. to 2.5 hours. All of

the identified bottom mesh and I/O gameplays had multiple violations at the end of the

gameplay. Break time for mesh gameplays: Nine players took multiple short time breaks

averaging 4 min., with range observed from 1 min. to 20 min. Break time for I/O gameplays:
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Figure 3.45. 4-way 2-hops regular mesh - Player performance plot for H1 benchmark

Three short breaks, 2 in the end region and 1 in mid region were taken by the players. Figure

3.46 shows the performance of a player for 4-Way 2-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from

the gameplay data.

Single moves were the cause for a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of game-

plays. In the mesh gameplays, if the gameplay started with a swap and followed by single

moves, the score sharply increased. The scoreline was steady in the region of a high variety

of moves. Short time breaks followed by single moves increased the score. Short time break

followed by the swap and multi-moves decreased the score. In most of the I/O gameplays,

the score steadily increased from the beginning to the end region. In few gameplays, the

score increased sharply from the beginning to the mid region and then increased steadily
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Figure 3.46. 4-way 2-hops I/O mesh - Player performance plot for H1 benchmark

in subsequent regions. All the gameplays showed a higher final score than the initial score.

Multi-moves led to an overall increase in the score for most of the gameplays. None of the

short breaks had any significant effect on the score. A quick rise and fall in the score was

observed in the region of a high variety of moves. The gameplays with single moves pre-

dominantly showed a sharp rise in the score in the beginning region and then a steady rise

throughout subsequent regions.

3.3.7. H2 benchmark

Mesh gameplays had all the moves except rotate while I/O gameplays had all the

moves. Single moves, swap moves and multi-moves were observed throughout the gameplay

for both mesh and I/O. Add pass moves were observed in the beginning & the mid region
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in mesh gameplays and in the mid & the end region in I/O gameplays. Remove pass moves

were observed in the end region for mesh gameplays and in the mid & the end region for

I/O gameplays. Rotate moves were observed in the end region in I/O gameplays and were

not observed in the mesh gameplays. The I/O gameplays had less variety of moves than M1

I/O and M2 I/O, but comparable to H1 I/O. Figure 3.47 shows the performance of a player

for 4-Way 2-Hops regular mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.47. 4-way 2-hops regular mesh - Player performance plot for H2 benchmark

The average time of gameplay at 15 min for mesh players was less than that of I/O

players at 45 min. Mesh gameplays had a gameplay time range from 3 min. to 1.5 hours,

while I/O players had a gameplay time range from 15 min. to 4 hours. About half of the

identified bottom mesh gameplays and all bottom I/O gameplays had multiple violations at
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the end of the gameplay. Break time for mesh gameplays: Ten players took multiple short

time breaks averaging 2 min. Break time for I/O gameplays: One player took 3 short breaks

one in each region taken at equal time intervals. Figure 3.48 shows the performance of a

player for 4-Way 2-Hop I/O mesh architecture plotted from the gameplay data.

Figure 3.48. 4-way 2-hops I/O mesh - Player performance plot for H2 benchmark

Single moves were the cause fpr a sharp rise or fall in the score in both types of

gameplays. In the mesh gameplays, adding pass gates in the end region led to a sharp

increase in the score. Time breaks of 1 hour or more led to a decrease in the score for few

following moves. Short time breaks followed by single moves increased the score. Short

time breaks followed by swaps reduced the score. The gameplay starting with multi-moves

decreased the score in the beginning region. The gameplay starting with swap increased
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the score in the beginning region while multi-moves following swap move reduced the score.

When single move decreased the score sharply, players used swap moves to improve it. In

most of the I/O gameplays, the score decreased from the beginning to the mid region and

then increased from the mid to the end region. Few gameplays had their score sharply

increasing in the beginning region and then steadily increasing in the subsequent regions.

The gameplays with single moves predominantly showed a steady (almost linear) increase

in the score. All the gameplays showed a higher final score than the initial score, except

one which had much less final score than initial score. All the time breaks were followed by

swap moves which led to a sharp increase in the score. A quick rise and fall in the score was

observed in the region of a high variety of moves. Multi-moves reduced the score in most of

the cases.
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3.4. Highlights and Implications of Case Studies

This section talks about general trends that were observed in these case studies and

their implications. Single moves (49%) were the most frequent of all the moves in all the

gameplays. This implies that the players weren’t aware or comfortable in playing clustered

moves (multi moves) or swaps. Also a sharp incRemoveent or decRemoveent in the score was

associated with single moves most of the times. Rotate moves (1%) were the least frequent

of all the moves in all the gameplays. It would be beneficial to promote the use of rotate

moves for scoring high incRemoveents in the overall score. Multi-moves (22%) were almost

equal to number of swaps (21%). Multi-moves can be beneficial for cluster based playing

strategy. Hence use of multi-moves should be promoted to bottom players. Figure 3.49

shows the combined moves trend for all architectures. This figure was generated based on

move trends tables mentioned in Appendix A.1, A.2, A.3. The absence of variety of moves

Figure 3.49. Overall Moves Trend

in the gameplays implies that player either doesn’t have a complete knowledge of all possible

moves or completely lacks any gameplay strategy and hence plays one move at a time. It

implies that players might have approached the graph as a whole and have not used divide

and conquer approach. One of the main reason for a player to be a bottom player was

playing only or most single moves. Though that could solve all the violations but a raise in

the score was very slow.
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Overall, I/O Architectures were more difficult to map than regular mesh architectures

for the bottom players. For E(1, 2, 3) benchmarks in 8-way I/O, most of the gameplays had

either zero or a couple of violations and a low score at the end while 4-way 1-hop I/O

and 4-way 2-hop I/O had multiple violations and low score in almost all the gameplays.

This implies 4-way 1-hop I/O and 4way2hop I/O were difficult to map than 8way I/O. In

some cases 4-way 2-hops I/O was easier to map than 4-way 1-hop I/O. While M(1, 2) and

H(1, 2) benchmarks had multiple violations and a low score for all the I/O architectures.

M(1, 2) benchmarks were found to be more difficult to map by some bottom players on

all the I/O architectures due to their complex interconnections while H(1, 2) benchmarks

were found difficult to map by some bottom players on all the I/O architectures due to their

large size and dense clusters of nodes. Similarly, in 8-way regular mesh architectures, most

of the gameplays had either zero or a couple of violations and a low score at the end for

E(1, 2, 3) benchmarks. While 4-way 1-hop regular and 4-way 2-hop regular architectures

had multiple violations and low score in almost all the gameplays. In some cases regular

4-way 2-hops was easier to map than regular 4-way 1-hop architecture. M(1, 2) and H(1,

2) were found difficult and more difficult respectively by the bottom players in regular mesh

architectures. Overall H(1, 2) benchmarks had highest variety of moves followed by M(1, 2)

and E(1, 2, 3) distributed throughout the gameplays. The average gameplay time was higher

for I/O architectures than regular mesh architectures for all the benchmarks. Total time of

gameplay ranged from 1.5 min. to 3 hours(neglecting long breaks of 1 day or more) for all

the gameplays for all the architectures, H(1, 2) being the highest time consumers in most

cases or M(1, 2) in few cases. Overall, very few players took time breaks. In regular mesh

architectures short breaks (5 min. to 15 min.) were the most frequent followed by medium

breaks (15 min. to 40 min.) and long breaks (more than an hour to more than a day). While

in I/O architectures, overall number of short breaks were comparable to the overall number

of medium breaks and more than long breaks. Long breaks didn’t help the bottom players

to raise their score considerably. While in few cases, short and medium breaks helped in

little raise in score. But this was the case in very few gameplays. Most of the gameplays
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didn’t project a considerable raise in the score after the breaks. This implies player either

didn’t have a firm strategy or couldn’t formulate one in the break time. In most of the

gameplays, short and medium breaks were taken during initial to mid phase of the gameplay

(transition from beginning to mid region). This implies players considered time breaks for

strategising but they couldn’t come up with a proper one. While, long breaks were observed

mostly in the end phase (end region) of the gameplays. This implies player lost interest in

the gameplay after trying strategies in initial and mid phase of gameplay. The gameplays

having breaks in initial phase of gamelay imply that player has not gone through tutorials

properly and hence facing difficulties in playing right from the beginning of the gameplay.

To conclude, bottom players didnt have overall strategy while playing. The outcome

of their current move decided their next move in most of the cases. Players found it difficult

to solve dense graphs or the graphs with complex interconnections. Players were found to

be less self-regulated learners as compared to top players. Hence, it is suggested to make

gameplay experience more visually appealing and hints in some or the other form need to be

given to players in order to guide them toward solution that gives them a high score. Hints

can be given before the gameplay or during the gameplay. Although a possibility of a player

being low performer in one architecture and a moderate performer in the other architecture

can’t be neglected.

3.5. Recommendations

From the implications of the case studies, few features are being proposed here for

improving the gameplay experience for low performers and guiding them. These features

might prove beneficial when implemented during the gameplay. Few common basic patterns

were observed in the graphs presented. As the players lacked strategy while mapping the

blocks, it is suggested that, whenever a player is stuck after a particular move and waits

for more than 10 seconds before next move, a pre-existing pattern in that particular graph

be flashed. And a suggested possible mapping of that pattern as per those particular ar-

chitectural constraints be displayed as a hint. This gives an indication to the player that,

this particular pattern of nodes can be solved by next few moves. Figure 3.50 illustrates the
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Figure 3.50. Common patterns in the graphs

common patterns extracted from these graphs.

There can also be a case where there are no preset patterns in the violation region of

the graph. This is the case particularly in the dense region of a large sized graph. A dense

region is the region of high concentration of nodes with complex interconnections. Figure 3.51

shows a typical large graph with high number of interconnections. In this case, it is suggested

that when a player is stuck while solving these graphs, the graph should be partitioned into

small clusters based on the criteria of interconnections and intra-connections. Number of

connections within a cluster should be more and number of connections between two clusters
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Figure 3.51. A large DFG with high interconnections (M2 Benchmark)

should be least possible. The idea here is to group those nodes together into a cluster which

are closely connected. Ideally the number of nodes in each clusters should be more or less

the same. In case of I/O gameplays, while clustering the graph, preference should be given

to those containing an I/O node in addition to the pre-existing patterns criteria. A hint

should be displayed which tells player to solve the cluster and put the I/O node at the edge

of the grid, after partitioning. Figure 3.52 illustrates the clustering phenomenon. Part ’a’ of

the figure is the M2 benchmark for 8-way I/O architecture. Part ’b’ of the figure shows the

clustered graph with clusters highlighted in black frame and a pattern highlighted in green

frame. The clustering is based on the criteria of interconnection and intra-connections.
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Figure 3.52. Illustration of clustering (M2 Benchmark)

Figure 3.53 shows the four clusters, with yellow node being the parent node and green nodes

being the child nodes. So it can seen that the number of conections within a cluster is

more than number of inter cluster connections. Figure 3.54 shows the solved clusters and

the final merged graph without any violations, which should result in larger incRemoveent

in the score. The illustrations in these figures are manually done. Actually, the computer

should do the clustering. Another hint can take form of partial solutions in the dense region

of the graph being provided during gameplay if desired by the player. The number of hints

provided in a gameplay should be limited. This would regulate the players and they would

effectively use these hints along with their strategies and not just rely on hints while having

no strategies. This would help developing the SRL behaviour in them.
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Figure 3.53. Clustering based on intra and inter connections

Figure 3.54. Solving and Merging clusters
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Few strategies are being mentioned below, which if incorporated in the form of hints

into the game, would lead the player to reach a high score. 1) The priority while solving

violations in the graph should be to isolate higher degree nodes and then solving them first

and then moving on to their child nodes. 2) For creating compact solutions, swap and rotate

moves should be promoted in forms of hints. 3) Clustering the graph and solving for intra-

connections first followed by interconnections (as described above). 4) Looking for common

patterns in graph (as described above). 5) Based on the number of nodes in particular

graph, a hint should be given mentioning the number of nodes and possible final grid size.

6) Multi-moves should be promoted by displaying patterns.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

4.1. Discussions

This thesis has successfully made recommendations for improving the gameplay ex-

perience of the bottom players of UNTANGLED while guiding them, based on the results

obtained from the qualitative comparative analysis. The important lessons learned during

this research work are as follows. First, games should require a certain level of thinking skills,

so that players are expected to self-evaluate, self-direct, and self-select choices that lead to

feasible solutions. Second, games should enhance behaviors that lead to various strategies

players can select from for decision making.

Giving hints or partial solutions and making the game more interactive would lead

the bottom players towards top scorer thereby contributing to the already existing sample

space of top solutions. Engaging players in the gameplay and retaining them is very crucial

for the success of the games involving crowd-sourcing. Although the recommendations made

in this thesis are not actually implemented at this point, valuable lessons have been learnt

from the analysis of the strategies of bottom players during these case studies. A promising

basis and groundwork has been done for guiding the low performers for improving their

performance in UNTANGLED.

4.2. Future Direction

This thesis considered Mesh architectures for the qualitative analysis. So, one of

the future direction could be analysis of strategies of low performers for a variety of other

architectures such as DM Mesh, Regular Stripe, Stripe-LC, Stripe-DR and then to provide

the recommendations for improving their performance. The other direction could be to check

the feasibility of applying machine learning techniques for guiding the low performers.
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The purpose of adding this appendix is to include the move trends tables which were

helpful in determining the reason for the under-performance of the players. The following

tables show moves observed for each benchmark. The moves are arranged in descending

order of their frequency for each Mesh and I/O bottom 20 gameplays. For e.g. in Table A.1,

for E1 Benchmark Mesh bottom 20 gameplays, single moves had the highest frequency than

any other type of moves and Rotate moves were the least frequent.

Table A.1: 8-way Regular Mesh vs I/O Mesh - Move

Trends

Sr. Benchmark Regular Mesh I/O Mesh

1. E1 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Rotate

Single

Add Pass

Swap

Multi Move

Remove Pass

2. E2 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Rotate

Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

3. E3 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

Single

Swap

Multi Move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate
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Sr. Benchmark Regular Mesh I/O Mesh

4. M1 Single

Swap

Multi Move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

5. M2 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

6. H1 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Rotate

Single

Swap

Multi Move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

7. H2 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

Single

Swap

Add Pass

Multi Move

Remove Pass

Rotate
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Table A.2: 4-way 1-hop Regular Mesh vs I/O Mesh -

Move Trends

Sr. Benchmark Regular Mesh I/O Mesh

1. E1 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Rotate

Single

Add Pass

Multi Move

Swap

Remove Pass

Rotate

2. E2 Single

Swap

Multi

Add Pass

Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

3. E3 Single

Add Pass

Multi Move

Swap

Remove Pass

Single

Swap

Multi Move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

4. M1 Single

Add Pass

Swap

Multi move

Remove Pass

Single

Swap

Multi move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate
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Sr. Benchmark Regular Mesh I/O Mesh

5. M2 Single

Multi Move

Add Pass

Swap

Remove Pass

Single

Add Pass

Swap

Multi move

Remove Pass

6. H1 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

Single

Swap

Add Pass

Multi move

Remove Pass

Rotate

7. H2 Single

Multi Move

Add Pass

Swap

Remove Pass

Single

Swap

Add Pass

Multi Move

Remove Pass

Rotate
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Table A.3: 4-way 2-hops Regular Mesh vs I/O Mesh -

Move Trends

Sr. Benchmark Mesh Bottom 20 I/O Bottom 20

1. E1 Single

Swaps

Multi move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Single

Swap

Multi move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

2. E2 Single

Swap

Multi move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Single

Add Pass

Swap

Multi move

Remove Pass

Rotate

3. E3 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Single

Add Pass

Multi Move

Swap

Remove Pass

Rotate

4. M1 Single

Add Pass

Multi Move

Swap

Remove Pass

Rotate

Single

Swap

Add Pass

Multi move

Remove Pass

Rotate
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Sr. Benchmark Mesh Bottom 20 I/O Bottom 20

5. M2 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Single

Swap

Add Pass

Multi move

Remove Pass

Rotate

6. H1 Single

Swap

Multi move

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate

Single

Swap

Multi Move

Add Pass

Rotate

Remove Pass

7. H2 Single

Multi Move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Single

Multi move

Swap

Add Pass

Remove Pass

Rotate
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